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Reaktion Books, United Kingdom, 2008. Hardback. Book
Condition: New. 218 x 140 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. In today s media-saturated and hyperconnected society,
increasing numbers of people are finding it hard to switch off
their overstimulated brains and escape the demands of daily
life. We are becoming, it seems, a world of insomniacs but this
condition of perpetual unrest has plagued people for centuries.
The roots and effects of insomnia are complex, Eluned
Summers-Bremner reveals in this fascinating study, and
humans have employed everything from art to science to
understand, explain and mitigate this problem. This
exploration of sleeplessness begins with the literature of
ancient times, and finds its sufferers in such prominent texts as
the Iliad , the Odyssey , the Mesopotamian epic Gilgamesh , and
the Bible. Insomnia continued to figure large in Romantic and
Gothic literature, as the advent of street lighting in the
nineteenth century inspired the fantastical blurring of daytime
reality and night spectres, and authors connected insomnia to
the ephemeral worlds of nightmares and the Sublime.
Meanwhile, throughout the ages insomnia has been variously
categorized by the medical community as a manifestation of a
deeper psychological or physical malady: in medieval...
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This publication may be worth purchasing. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to tell
you that this is actually the very best book i actually have study inside my personal life and can be he best ebook for
actually.
-- Fr a nk Nienow-- Fr a nk Nienow

This is the greatest book we have study right up until now. This can be for all those who statte that there was not a
worth reading. Your lifestyle period will probably be enhance when you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Sa ntos K oelpin-- Sa ntos K oelpin
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